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On the Symmetric Difference of Two Sets in a Group* 
JOHN E. OLSON 
How to extend to non-abelian groups certain combinatorial theorems concerning sums of sets 
in an abelian group is the subject of this paper. A key result is that the following theorem-free 
of the hypothesis of normality of the subgroups-holds for the symmetric difference of two sets. 
THEOREM. If X = X + Hand Y = Y + K are two finite sets in a group, where Hand K are 
subgroups, and if X + K ?' X and Y + H?' Y, then 
IX\YI+IY\XI~IHI+IKI-2IHnKI· 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The subject of this paper is the question of how Kneser's Theorem on the sum of two 
sets in an abelian group, and related results, carry over to non-abelian groups. 
KNESER'S THEOREM. If A and B are finite sets in an abelian group, then 
IA + BI ;:.:IAI + IBI-IHI, 
where H is a subgroup such that A + B + H = A + B. 
For non-abelian groups, this statement is false in general. In [5], the author constructs 
examples in which the sum set C = A + B is small: Ie! < IAI + IBI-I; yet neither C + g = C 
nor g+ C = C has a solution g ~ O. 
Kemperman [2] proved that if ao E A and bo E B, then there is a subgroup H (depending 
on ao, bo) such that 
IA+ BI;:.:IAI+IBI-IHI (1) 
and 
a o + H + bo s; A + B. (2) 
Diderrich [1] conjectured that (1) holds with a subgroup H satisfying the stronger 
requirement that (2) hold uniformly for all ao, bo-in other words, that one may replace 
(2) by A + H + B = A + B. He proved his conjecture for the special case in which one of 
the sets A or B is commutative. 
Diderrich's conjecture turns out to be false in general. In the last section of this paper, 
we construct an example in which IA + BI < IAI + IBI-I, but no one of the relations 
g+A+B=A+B, A+ g+ Bs; A+ B, A+B+g=A+B 
has a solution g ~ O. 
In an earlier paper [5, Theorem 2], the author proved 
THEOREM 1. If C = A + B, where A and B are finite subsets in a group G, then there is 
a subset S of C such that 
lSI ;:.:IAI + IBI-IHI, (3) 
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where H is the subgroup given by either 
H={gEGlg+s=S} or H={gEGls+g=S}. 
The uncertainty, in Theorem 1, as to the side on which H fixes S is unavoidable; there 
are obvious examples in which a set S satisfies (3) with H fixing S on, say, the left, but 
for which no pair S, H satisfies (3) with H fixing S on the right. The proof of Theorem 
1, given in [5], has the form of an algorithm for constructing the set S, but S need not 
be unique. However, the main results in this paper-on the symmetric difference of two 
sets-enable us to strengthen Theorem 1 considerably by proving that, among the sets S 
satisfying its conclusion, there is a unique maximal one that includes all of the others. 
A key ingredient in the proof of Kneser's Theorem, as Mann formulates it in his book 
[4, Lemma 1.5.1], is the following lemma on the symmetric difference of two sets. 
LEMMA (Kneser, Mann). Suppose X and Yare finite subsets of a group G, Hand K 
are normal subgroups, X + H = X, Y + K = Y, X If Y, and Y If X. Then either 
IX\YI~IKI-IHnKI 
or 
IY\XI~IHI-IH nKI· 
The main result in this paper is that the lemma is true without the hypothesis of 
normality of Hand K. Actually, in dropping the assumption of normality, we consider 
two separate generalizations of the lemma. In the first, we assume that the subgroups fix 
the sets on the same side, say, X + H = X and Y + K = Y In the second, we assume 
H + X = X and Y + K = Y In the first of these problems, which seems to be the harder 
of the two, our solution makes use of Theorem 1. 
2. SUBGROUPS ON THE SAME SIDE 
Throughout, we shall let G denote a group. 
LEMMA A. Let X = X + Hand Y = Y + K, where X and Yare finite subsets of G and 
Hand K are subgroups. Assume that x + H If Y and y + K If X, for each x E X and y E Y 
Then 
IX\ YI+IY\XI~IHI+IKI-2IH nKI· 
PROOF. Let u be the number of cosets x + H that make up X and let v be the number 
of cosets y + K that make up Y Each intersection (x + H) n (y + K) is either empty or 
is of size IH n KI. Hence I(x+ H) n YI,,:;; vlH n KI, for each x E X. Also I(x+ H) n YI < 
IHI since, by hypothesis, x+HIf Y Therefore l(x+H)n YI,,:;;IHI-IHnKI. Hence 
I(x+ H) n YI,,:;; vllH n KI, 
where 
. { IHI } 
VI = mill v, 1 H n K 1- 1 . 
It follows that 
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By symmetry, 
where 
. { IKI } 
u,=mm u'IHIlKI-1 . 
Since IXI = ulHI, 
IX\ YI::: lXI-IX 11 YI;;. ulHI- uv,IH 11 KI· 
By symmetry, 
Thus 
where 
IX\ YI+I Y\XI;;. ulHI+ vlKI- uv,IH IlKI- vu,IH 11 KI 
=IHI+IKI-2IH 11 KI+r, 
r = (u -l)IHI + (v -l)IKI- (UVI + vUI-2)IH 11 KI. 
Since VI ~ IHI/IH 11 KI-l and UI ~ IKI/IH 11 KI-l, 
r;;' (u -l)(VI + l)IH 11 KI + (v -l)(ul + 1)IH n KI- (UVI + VUI - 2)IH n KI 
== (u + v - UI- vI)IH n KI ~ o. 
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LEMMA B. Let S be a finite subset of G such that either M + S = S or S + M == S, where 
M is a subgroup of G. If Z E G and S + Z ¥- S, then 
I(S+ z)\SI ;;.IMI· 
PROOF. In the case that M + S == S, the lemma is trivial, since the two sets Sand S + z 
are then both unions of complete cosets M + g. 
Assume S+ M == S. Let T== M u {z}. Clearly S u (S+ z)::: S+ T. A theorem of Kemper-
man [2, Theorem 2] states that if some element in a sum set S + T has a unique 
representation as a sum S + t, then IS + TI ~ lSI + I TI- 1. In the case at hand, if s + ZitS, 
then s + z does have a unique representation in S + T. Thus IS u (S + z)1 ;;.1 SI + I TI- 1 = 
ISI+IMI, or equivalently I(S+z)\SI;;.IMI. 
LEMMA C. Let S and X be finite subsets of G, M and H subgroups. Assume that 
X + H = X, S + H ¥- S, and either M + S == S or S + M == S. Then 
IX\SI +IS\XI ;;.IMI. 
PROOF. Since S + H ¥- S, there is an element h E H such that S + h ¥- S. Hence, by 
Lemma B, at least IMI elements Sj E S satisfy Sj + h fl S. If exactly p of these elements Sj 
lie in X, then, since X + H = X, their translates Sj + h lie in X but not in S. Hence 
IX\SI ~ p. The remaining IMI- p, or more, elements Sj lie in S but not in X Hence 
IS\XI ~ IMI- p. It follows that 
IX\SI + IS\XI ;;.IMI. 
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LEMMA D. Let X = X + Hand Y = Y + K, where X and Yare finite subsets of G and 
Hand K are subgroups. Assume that Y + H '" Y, but that there is an element Yo E Y\X 
such that Yo + H c.; Y. Then 
IX\ YI + I Y\XI ;;.IHI + IKI· 
PROOF. Let Xl = X U (Yo+ H). Clearly Xl + H = Xl. By Lemma C, 
IXI \ YI + I Y\XII ;;.IKI· 
But IXI \ YI = IX\ YI, and I Y\XII = I Y\XI-I HI, since (Yo + H) (\ X = 0. Thus 
IX\ YI + I Y\XI ;;.IHI + IKI· 
THEOREM 2. Suppose X and Yare finite subsets of G, Hand K are subgroups, X + H = X, 
Y + K = Y, X + K '" X, and Y + H '" Y. Then 
IX\ YI+I Y\XI ;;.IHI+IKI-2IH (\ KI· 
PROOF. Let Q = (H, K) be the subgroup generated by Hand K. It may happen that 
z + Q c.; X (\ Y, for some z E X (\ Y. However, we may then reduce X and Y by setting 
Yl = Y\(z+ Q). 
Since Q + H = Q + K = Q, the reduced sets satisfy Xl + H = Xt. Yl + K = Yt. Xl + K '" Xl> 
and Yl + H '" Yl. Moreover, Xl \ Yl = X\ Y and Yl \Xl = Y\X Thus we may assume, 
without loss of generality, that X and Yare already fully reduced, that is, X (\ Y includes 
no coset z + Q, where Q = (H, K). 
Let Uo + u be the total number of cosets x + H that make up X, where Uo is the number 
of these that lie completely in Y, and u is the number that do not lie completely in Y. 
Similarly, of the cosets y + K that make up Y, let Vo be the number that lie completely 
in X, and let v be the number that do not lie completely in X 
If x+ H c.; X, but x+ H ~ Y, then I(x+ H)\ YI ;;.IH (\ KI. Thus 
IX\ YI;;. ulH (\ KI. (4) 
By symmetry, 
I Y\XI;;. vlH (\ KI· (5) 
Since both sets X\ Y and Y\X are unions of complete cosets z+(H (\ K), both 
numbers IX\ YI and I Y\XI are multiples of IH (\ KI. Thus we may write 
IX\ YI = IKI- plH (\ KI, 
I Y\XI = IHI- qlH (\ KI, 
(6) 
(7) 
where p and q are integers. We may assume, without loss of generality, that p;;. q. If 
p + q,-;;; 2, then (6) and (7) add up to our desired result. We may assume, therefore, that 
p + q;;. 3; hence p;;. 2. 
We argue next that we may assume uo> O. Suppose Uo = O. Since p > 0, i.e·IX\ YI < I K I, 
it follows, by (4), that u < IKI/IH (\ KI. Thus, since X includes fewer than IKI/IH (\ KI 
co sets x + H, no coset y + K can lie completely in X Hence Vo = O. But Uo = Vo = 0 is 
precisely the hypothesis of Lemma A, whence our result follows. Thus may we assume 
that uo> O. 
Let E = {x E X I x + H c.; Y}. Hence E is the union of those cosets x + H that lie 
completely in X (\ Y, and lEI = uolHI. Let F = H + K. Clearly E + F c.; Y. We now apply 
Theorem 1 to the sum set E + F. By Theorem 1, there is a subset S c.; E + F and a subgroup 
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M of G such that 
lSI;;;,; lEI + !PI-IMI, (8) 
and either S + M = S or M + S = S. Since lEI = uolHI = IXI- uIHI, and I~: = IHIIKI/IH n 
KI, it follows from (8) that 
ISI;;;,;IXI-uIHI+IIHIIKII IMI· HnK 
By (4) and (6), IKI/IH n KI- u;;;,; p, which combines with (9) to give 
lSI;;;,; IXI + pIHI-IMI· 
We consider three cases. 
Case 1. S + H ~ S. By Lemma C, 
IX\SI + IS\XI;;;,; IMI· 
Inequalities (10) and (11) add up to __ 
lSI + IX\SI + IS\XI;;;,; IXI + pIHI, 
which simplifies to 
Thus, since S c:; y, 
By (6) and (12), 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
IX\ YI+I Y\XI;;;,; IKI-pIH n KI+~IHI = IHI+IKI-2IH n KI+P~2(IHI-2IH n KI). 
Now H If K, because Y + K = Y but Y + H ~ Y; hence IHI;;;,; 21H n KI. Also p;;;,; 2. This 
proves IX\ YI+I Y\XI;;;,; IHI+IKI-2IH n KI· 
Case 2. S + K ~ S. By Lemma C, 
I Y\SI;;;,;IMI, 
since S c:; Y. Inequalities (10) and (13) add up to 
lSI + I Y\SI;;;,; IXI + pi HI, 
which, since S c:; Y, is equivalent to 
By (6) and (14), 
I Y\XI-IX\ YI;;;,; plHI· 
I Y\XI;;;,; plHI + IKI- plH n KI 
;;;,;IHI+IKI-IHnKI, 
which proves the desired result with room to spare. 
(13) 
(14) 
Case 3. S+ H = Sand S+ K = S. It follows that S+ Q = S, where Q = (H, K). Since 
we are assuming that X n Y includes no coset z + Q, it follows that S If X Let Yo E S\X 
Thus Yo + H c:; S\X, and so Yo + H c:; Y\X Hence, by Lemma D, IX\ YI + I Y\XI ;;;,; 
IHI + IKI, and we are done. 
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We now use Theorem 2 to obtain, in slightly stronger form, the Kneser-Mann Lemma, 
without the hypothesis of normality of the subgroups. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose X and Yare finite subsets of G, Hand K are subgroups, 
X + H = X, Y + K = Y, X Sf Y, and Y Sf X Then either 
(i) IX\ YI ;;.IKI, 
(ii) I Y\XI ;;.IHI, 
or 
(iii) IX\ YI = IKI-IH n KI and I Y\XI = IHI-IH n KI . 
PROOF. If X + K == X, then X\ Y includes a complete coset x + K, and (i) holds. 
Similarly (ii) holds if Y + H = Y. We may assume, therefore, that X + K "" X and Y + H "" 
Y. Thus, by Theorem 2, 
IX\ YI + I Y\XI ;;.IHI + IKI- 21H n KI· 
Since IX\ YI and I Y\XI are both divisible by IH n KI, it follows that (i), (ii), or (iii) 
must hold. 
3. SUBGROUPS ON OPPOSITE SIDES 
THEOREM 3. Suppose X and Yare finite subset of G, Hand K are subgroups, H + X = X, 
Y + K = Y, X + K ~ X, and H + Y"" Y. Then either 
(i) IX\ YI + I Y\XI ;;;.IHI + IKI, 
or 
(ii) There is an element z E X n Y such that 
(X\ Y)u (Y\X)£ H+z+ K, 
and 
IX\ YI + I Y\XI ;;.IHI + IKI- 2r, 
where 
r=I(H+z)n(z+K)I· 
Also r divides IX\ YI and I Y\XI and properly divides IHI and IKI· 
Moreover, if (ii) holds, and in addition, IX\ YI = IKI- r and I Y\XI = IHI- r, then there 
are two subgroups H* £ Hand K* £ K, conjugates of each other, of order IH*I = IK*I = r, 
such that 
H*+(X\ Y)+ K* = X\ Y, 
and 
H*+(Y\X)+K*= Y\X 
PROOF. Since X + K "" X, there are elements Xo E X and ko E K such that Xo + ko e X 
The two sets defined by 
HI = {h E HI h + Xo e Y}, 
Hz = {h E HI h+xoE Y}, 
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partition H into two parts (one possibly empty). Clearly 
HI +xo~ X\ y, 
and 
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(15) 
(16) 
Thus the double coset H + xo+ K contributes at least IHII + IH21 = IHI elements to (X\ Y) u 
(Y\X). By symmetry, there are elements YoE Y and hoE H such that ho+ Yoe Y, and 
there is a partition of K into two parts Kl and K2 such that 
(17) 
and 
ho+ Yo+ K2~ X\ Y. (18) 
Thus H+Yo+K contributes at least IKI elements to (X\Y)u(Y\X). 
N ow two double cosets of the form H + g + K are either disjoint or identical. Thus if 
H + Xo + K ¥- H + Yo + K, then these two double co sets are disjoint, and together contribute 
at least IHI + IKI elements to (X\ Y) u (Y\X); thus (i) holds. 
We may assume, therefore, that H + Xo + K = H + Yo + K. For notational convenience, 
we denote this double coset by D. By the elementary properties of double cosets, 
IDI = IHIIKI/ r, where r is a common divisor of IHI and IKI. Also, D includes exactly 
IKI/ r cosets H + d, D includes exactly IHI/ r cosets d + K, and I(H + d l ) (1 (d2 + K)I = r, 
for all dl and d2 in D. Since H + Xo ¥- H + Xo + ko, D includes at least two cosets H + d, 
hence r properly divides IKI. By symmetry, r properly divides IHI. 
By (15), (18), and the relation I (H + xo) n (ho + Yo + K) I = r, D contributes at least 
IHII+IK21- r elements to X\ Y. By (16), (17), and the relation I(H +xo+ ko) (1 (Yo+ K)I = r, 
D contributes at least IH21 + IKII- r elements to y\x. Thus D contributes at least 
IHI + IKI- 2r elements to (X\ Y) u (Y\X). 
Suppose (X\ Y) u (Y\X) contains an element not in D. We may assume, without loss 
of generality, that X\ Y contains such an element Xl; thus Xl E X, Xl e Y, Xl e D. If 
Xl + K ~ X, then Xl + K ~ X\ Y, hence the double coset Dl = H + Xl + K contains at least 
IKI elements in X\ Y. On the other hand, if Xl + K If X, then, by the argument used at 
the beginning of this proof, Dl contains at least IHI elements in (X\ Y) u (Y\X). Hence, 
in either case, Dl contains at least min (IHI, IKI);;. 2r elements in (X\ Y) u (Y\X). Since 
D and Dl are disjoint, these two sets together contribute at least I HI + I K I elements to 
(X\ Y) u (Y\X); hence (i) holds. 
We may assume, therefore, that 
(X\ Y)u (Y\X)~ D. 
If X E X\ Y, then (H + x) n (x+ K) ~ X\ Y. Hence the set X\ Y is the union of disjoint 
'blocks' of the form (H + d) (1 (d + K), dE D, all having the same size r. Thus IX\ YI, 
and, by symmetry, I Y\XI are divisible by r. Since 0 ¥- (H + xo) (1 (Yo+ K) ~ D (1 X (1 Y, 
we may choose a representative z for D that lies in X n Y. This completes the proof that 
(i) or (ii) holds. 
The proof of the remaining part is a matter of simple bookkeeping in the double coset 
D. Suppose 
IX\YI=IKI-r (19) 
and 
IY\XI=IHI-r. (20) 
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Let u be the number of co sets H + x lying in X n D, and let v be the number of cosets 
y + K lying in Y n D. Each of the u cosets H + x in X n D intersects each of the I HI/ r - v 
cosets d + K lying in D but outside of Y in r elements. Thus, since X\ Y ~ D, 
( IHI ) IX\ YI = ru -r-- v = ulHI- uvr. 
By symmetry, 
I Y\XI = vlKI- uvr. 
Thus, by (19) and (20), 
ulHI- uvr = IKI- r, 
vlKI- uvr = IHI- r. 
The only solutions u, v to these simultaneous equations are u = IKI/ r -1 with v = IHI/ r -1, 
and u = IKI/IHI with v = IHI/IKI. Thus the possible values of u and v are u = IKI/r-l, 
v = I HI/ r -1, with the additional solution u = 1, v = 1 in the case that I HI = I K I. 
Suppose u = IKI/ r -1 and v = IHI/ r -l. Thus all but one of the co sets H + d in D 
belong to X, and all but one of the co sets d + K in D belong to Y. We may choose a 
common representative do for the two missing cosets; thus D\X = H + do and D\ Y = 
do+ K. Let 
H* = H n (do+ K - do). 
Clearly H*+ X = X, H*+ D = D, and H*+(do+ K) = do+ K. Hence 
H*+(X\ Y) = X\ Y, 
and 
H* + (Y\X) = Y\X, 
since X\ Y = X n (do+ K) and Y\X = (D\(do+ K» n (H + do). Similarly, the subgroup 
K* = K n (-do+ H + do) satisfies (X\ Y)+ K* = X\ Y and (Y\X) + K* = Y\X The two 
subgroups H* and K* are conjugates and have order r. 
If u = v = 1 and IHI = IKI, we may choose a common representative z so that X n D = 
H+z and YnD=z+K. Thus X\Y=(H+z)\(z+K) and Y\X=(z+K)\(H+z). 
Clearly 
H*+(X\ Y)+ K* = X\ Y, 
and 
H*+(Y\X)+K*= y\X, 
where H*=Hn(z+K-z) and K *=Kn(-z+H+z). Again, H* and K* are conju-
gates and have order r. 
The proof of Theorem 2, by its devious use of Theorem 1, seems complicated and 
abstract in contrast with the proof of Theorem 3, which takes direct account of the 
elements of the symmetric difference by their distribution into the double cosets. We are 
unable to find a comparably simple proof of Theorem 2. 
Next we use Theorem 3 to prove the following analog of Corollary 2.l. 
COROLLARY 3.l. Suppose X and Yare finite subsets of G, Hand K are subgroups, 
H + X = X, Y + K = Y, X ~ Y, and Y ~ X Then either 
(i) IX\ YI ~ IKI, 
(ii) I Y\XI ~ IHI, 
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or 
(iii) IX\ YI = IKI- r and I Y\XI = IHI- r, 
where r = IH*I = IK*I, and H* s:; Hand K* s:; K are conjugate subgroups satisfying 
H*+(X\ Y)+ K* =X\ Y, 
and 
H*+(Y\X)+K*= Y\X 
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PROOF. If X + K = X, then IX\ YI;?; IKI, since X <b Y. If H + Y = Y, then I Y\XI;?; IHI, 
since Y <b X Thus we may assume that the hypothesis of Theorem 3 holds. The corollary 
follows by the conclusion of Theorem 3. 
4. ApPLICATION TO SUM SETS 
Suppose A and B are finite subsets of G and C = A + B. Let Y be the family of all 
subsets S, 0 ~ S s:; C, for which there is a subgroup H such that 
lSI;?; IAI + IBI-IHI, 
and either S + H = S or H + S = S. By Theorem 1, Y ~ 0. In the next theorem, we apply 
our results on the symmetric difference to the sets in Y. 
THEOREM 4. 
(i) If S, TE Y, then S u TE Y. 
(ii) There is a unique maximal set So E Y such that So 2 S, for all S E Y. 
(iii) Suppose X s:; C and H is a subgroup such that X + H = X If S E Y and S s:; X, then 
either S + H = S or IXI;?; IAI + IBI. 
PROOF. To prove (i), suppose S, T E Y. There are subgroups Hand K fixing Sand 
T, respectively, on one side or the other, such that 
lSI;?; IAI + IBI-IHI, (21) 
Considering first the case that Sand T are fixed on the same side, we may assume, 
without loss of generality, that S + H = Sand T + K = T. We may assume that S <b T and 
T <b S, since otherwise, there is nothing to prove. By Corollary 2.1, either 
IS\TI;?;IKI-IHnKI or IT\SI;?;IHI-IHnKI· 
Therefore, by (21), 
ISu TI;?; IAI+IBI-IH n KI· 
Since (Su T)+(H n K) = Su T, it follows that Su TE Y. 
In the case that Sand T are fixed on opposite sides, we may assume that H + S = S 
and T + K = T. Again, we may assume that S <b T and T <b S. Hence Corollary 3.1 applies. 
If either IS\TI;?;IKI or IT\SI;?;IHI, then, by (21), ISuTI;?;IAI+IBI, which implies 
S UTE Y. Otherwise, by Corollary 3.1, there are subgroups H* s:; Hand K * s:; K, of the 
same order IH*I = IK*I = r, such that 
I S\ TI = I K 1- r, IT\SI=IHI-r, 
H*+(S\ T)+ K* = S\ T, 
H*+(T\S)+K*= T\S. 
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Therefore, by (21), 
ISu TI~IAI+IBI-r. 
It follows also that 
H*+(Su T)+K*=Su T. 
Hence S u T, qualifying on both sides, belongs to Y. This proves (i). Statement (ii) follows 
immediately from (i). 
Suppose S £ X £ C and that the hypothesis of statement (iii) holds. Since S E Y, there 
is a subgroup M such that ISI~IAI+IBI-IMI, and either S+M=S or M+S=S. Now 
assume that S+ H;t. S. It follows, by Lemma C (of section 2), that IX\SI ~ IMI. Thus 
IXI~IAI+IBI· 
Statement (iii) of Theorem 4 can be useful for finding the sets of Y in practice, since, 
as a consequence, if a subgroup fixes C [or fixes the maximal set So of (ii)] on a given 
side, and I CI < IAI + IBI, then that subgroup fixes all sets in Y on that same side. 
The proof of Theorem 4 contains a little more that the theorem states. Suppose we let 
YL be the family of all S E Y satisfying lSI ~ IAI + IBI-IHI, for a subgroup H such that 
H + S = S; and we let Y R be the family of those S satisfying the same inequality for a 
subgroup H with S + H = S. By the proof of Theorem 4, if S E Y Land T E Y R, and neither 
set T nor S includes the other, then S u T belongs to both YL and YR. On the other 
hand, if S E Y Land T E Y R and one of the sets includes the other, say S £ T, then, by 
(iii), either I TI ~ IAI + IBI or S is fixed by whatever subgroups fix T. 
Finally, we remark that if So is the maximal set in Y, there are five logical possibilities: 
(a) YL = 0; (b) YR = 0; (c) SoE YL() YR; (d) SoE YL , YR;t. 0, but Soe YR; (e) SoE YR, 
Y L;t. 0, but So e Y L. It turns out that all five of these cases do occur, and that examples 
of them are not difficult to find. 
5. A COUNTEREXAMPLE 
We shall construct a pair of sets A, B in a group G (of order 144) satisfying 
IA+BI<IAI+IBI-1, (22) 
and such that no one of the relations 
g+A+B=A+B, A+g+B£A+B, A+B+g=A+B 
has a solution g ;t. 0 in G. 
Let S3 be the symmetric group on three symbols, written additively, its addition table 
given by: 
x y z a f3 
x 0 a f3 y z 
y f3 0 a z x 
z a f3 0 x y 
a z x y f3 0 
f3 y z x 0 a 
Thus, x, y, z are its elements of order 2, a, {3 its elements of order 3; x + y = a, etc. Let 
M be any non-trivial finite group. Let G = S3 EEl M be either the direct sum, or a semi-direct 
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sum with M normal in G. Suppose E ;t. 0 is a proper subset of M satisfying the condition: 
The simultaneous equations 
E+m=E, E+z+m=E+z (23) 
have no solution m ;t. O. 
Note that, in the simplest instance, we may take M to be the group of order 2, the 
sum S3tB M to be direct, and E = {OJ. 
Let E\ = - Z + E + z = z + E + z. Since E\ is a conjugate set of E, E\ s M. Clearly 
condition (23) is equivalent to the statement: E + m = E and E\ + m = E\ have no simul-
taneous solution m ;t. O. 
Define 
A = Mu (y+ M)u (x+ E)u (f3 + E 1) 
and 
B = Mu (x+ M) u{y, f3}. 
By direct calculation, the sum set C = A + B is 
C = M u[x+ M]u [y+ M]u[f3 + M]u [z+( -f3 + E + f3)]u [a + (-y+ E + y)]. 
Hence IAI=2IMI+2IEI, IBI=2IMI+2, ICI=4IMI+2IEI=IAI+IBI-2, and (22) holds. 
If s is anyone of the five non-zero elements in S3 and mE M, then, by direct calculation, 
A + (s + m) + B = G. Thus the only possible solution to A + g + B S A + B is with g = m E 
M. But condition (23) ensures that there is no such solution except O. Thus A + g + B s 
A + B has no solution g ;t. O. 
The condition 
g + C = C has no solution g ;t. 0, 
is satisfied if and only if the following two conditions hold 
m + E = E has no solution m ;t. 0, 
and 
m + E = z+ E + z has no solution m at all. 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
To satisfy these conditions, in the simplest case, let M be the cyclic group of order 6, 
represented as the additive group of integers modulo 6. By letting the elements x, y, z of 
order 2 in S3 act on M as the involution m ~ - m, we may take 0 = S3 EE> M to be the 
semi-direct sum in which, for mE M, 
m+x=x-m, m+y=y-m, m+z=z-m. 
The set E = {O, 1, 4}-for which EI = z + E + z = {O, 5, 2}-satisfies the three conditions 
(23), (25), and (26). Thus (24) holds. 
Unfortunately, C + x = C, and thus C is fixed on the right by the subgroup {O, x} of 
order 2. We may modify this property of the sum set by embedding the sets in a larger 
group and altering B. 
Assume that, independently of the preceding construction, A and BI are sets in a finite 
group 0 1 satisfying 
and such that neither of the relations 
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has a solution g;c 0 in 0 1, Let HI be the subgroup defined by 
HI ={gE OIIA+ BI + g=A+ BI}. 
We may embed 0 1 in a group 0 containing an element w, we 01> satisfying 
(-w+OI+w)nHI ={O}. 
Now let B = BI U (01 + w). Thus A + B = (A + BI) U (01 + w). It follows readily that the 
pair A, B satisfies (22), and that no one of the relations 
g+A+B=A+B, 
has a solution g;c 0 in O. 
A + g + B c;; A + B, 
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